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existing literature on bounded rationality. First, our conceptual approach extends the satisficing literature which was pioneered by Herbert Simon (1955) and subsequently formalized with models of deliberation cost.' Second, our approach extends the heuristics literature started by Daniel Kahneman and Amos Tversky (1974). Third, our approach is based on work by Colin Camerer et al. (1994) which shows that decision-makers often solve problems by looking forward, rather than using backward induction. Fourth, our emiphasis on empirical evaluation is motivated by the work of Ido Erev and Alvin Roth (1998) and Camerer and TeckHua Ho (1999). Our approach differs from theirs since we study first-period play in nonstrategic settings instead of learning dynamics in repeated games.
I. Decision Trees and an Algorithm
We propose an algorithm that mimics the way that decision-makers evaluate trees. We base our analysis on decision trees since trees can be used to represent a wide class of problems.
Consider the tree in Figure 1 . Each starting box in the left-hand column leads to boxes in the second column. The numbers iniside the boxes are flow payoffs. 'Probabilistic branches connect boxes. For example, the first box in row five contains a flow payoff of 3, and five branches exit from this box, with probabilities 0.55, 0.1, 0.15, 0.1, and (.1., Starting from row five, there exist 95 possible outcome paths. The path that follows the highest-probability branch at each node is (3, -1, 5, 4, -5). Integrating over all 95 paths, the expected payoff of starting from row five is 5.04.
Imagine that a decision-maker must choose one of the boxes in the first column of Figure  1 . The decision-maker will be paid the expected value associated with his chosen box. We chose FTL because it corresponds to our intuition about how decision-makers "see" decision trees that do not contain outlier payoffs. Subjects follow paths that have high-probability branches at every node. In the process of determining which branches to follow, subjects see low-probability branches that branch off of high-probability paths. Subjects encode such 3For simplicity we describe the algorithm for payoffs with mean 0. The generalization to nonzero means is straightforward. 4 
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low-probability branches, but subjects do not follow them deeper into the tree. FTL is only one among many sensible algorithms that subjects use to evaluate decision trees. There may be close variants that better predict subject choices. We analyze FTL to demonstrate that bounded-rationality models can be successfully empirically implemented.
In the next section, we empirically compare FTL to the rational-actor model and two other choice models, which we call the "column-cutoff model" and the "discounting model." The rational-actor model with zero cognition cost is the standard assumption in almost all economic models. This corresponds to the limit case p = 0. For presentational simplicity, we refer to this benchmark as the rational-actor model, but we emphasize that this standard model assumes both rationality and zero cognition costs. The columncutoff model assumes that decision-makers calculate perfectly rationally but only pay attention to the first Q columns of the tree, completely ignoring the remaining columns. The discounting model assumes that decision-makers follow all paths, but exponentially discount payoffs, using discount factor 8, according to the column in which those payoffs arise.
Anticipating these tests, we need to close the model by providing a theory that translates rational and quasi-rational payoff evaluations into choices. Assume that there are B possible choices with evaluations { V1, V2, ... , VB } given by a candidate model. Then the probability of picking box b is
We estimate the parameter ,B in our econometric analysis.
II. Experimental Design
We tested the model using data from 259 Harvard undergraduates. Subjects were guaranteed a payment of $7 and earned more if they performed well; the average payment was $20.08.
A. Decision Trees
The experiment was based around 12 randomly generated trees, one of which is reproduced in Figure 1 . We chose large trees, because we wanted undergraduates to use heuristics to "solve" these problems. Half of the trees have 10 rows and five columns of payoff boxes; the other half of the trees are 10 X 10. The branching structure, probabilities, and payoffs are independently randomly generated.
Experimental instructions described the concept of expected value to the subjects. Subjects were told to choose one starting row from each of the 12 trees. Subjects were told that one of the trees would be randomly selected and that they would be paid the true expected value for the starting box that they chose in that tree. Subjects were given a maximal time of 40 minutes to make their choices on all 12 trees.
B. Debriefing Form and Expected-Value Calculations
After passing in their completed tree forms, subjects filled out a debriefing formi which asked them to describe their choice algorithm and their background information. Subjects were then asked to solve 14 simple expectedvalue problems (e.g., calculate the expected value of the starting boxes in a 2 X 3 tree). To eliminate subjects who did not understand the concept of expected value, our econometric analysis excludes subjects who solved fewer than half of these simple problems.5 Out of the 251 subjects who provided answers for all of the 12 decision trees, 230, or 92 percent, answered correctly at least half of the simple expectedvalue questions. Out of this subpopulation, the median score was 12 out of 14 correct.
III. Results and Analysis
Had subjects chosen randomly, they would have chosen starting boxes with an average payoff of $1.30.6 Had the subjects chosen the starting boxes with the highest payoff, the SThis restriction did not affect our results. 6 In theory this would have been zero, since our games are randomly drawn from a mean-zero distribution. Our realized value is within the two-standard-error bands. average chosen payoff would have been $9.74. In fact, subjects chose starting boxes with an average payoff of $6.72.
We are interested in comparing four different classes of models: rationality, FTL, columncutoff, and discounting. All of these models have a nuisance parameter, ,B, which captures the tendency to pick starting boxes with the highest evaluations [see equation (1)]. For each model, we estimate a different ,3 parameter. FTL, column-cutoff, and discounting, also require an additional parameter.
FTL requires the probability cutoff value p. We exogenously set p = 0.25. We did not experiment with other values. We choose 0.25 because it corresponds to our intuition about which paths could feasibly be considered given the 40-minute time constraint on the decision process. Because we do not believe that either column-cutoff or discounting are psychologically plausible models, we do not impose a single value on either Q or 6. Instead, we evaluate the models for the full range of Q and 8 values. This analysis is provided for comparison to our preferred model, FTL. Identify boxes with outlier payoffs (Ipayoffl > 4). Start at these outlier payoffs and apply FTL backward, moving from right to left. This algorithm highlights certain paths, some of which intersect with the forward simnulation paths generated by the standard FTL algorithm. In general, decision-makers evaluate a given starting box by integrating over the union of forward-FTL paths and the intersecting backward-FTL paths. This combined algorithm is parameterized by the original probability threshold, p, and p, a threshold value that defines the minimal magnitude that a payoff must have to attract attention as an extreme outlier.
Further research will extend this framework in two ways. First, new research will identify a parsimonious set of parameterized algorithrns. Second, new research will provide a theory that describes how the parameters adjust across problems. Natural adjustment candidates include reinforcement learning and expected-payoff 7See Richard Thaler (1994) for a discussion of the "winner's curse." maximization subject to constraints on calculation and memory. We are currently exploring these research directions.
